NO.

RECORD
BREAKING
1962 EDITION
Sales of the A.C.L. 1962
Switzerland Catalogue have
really been phenomenal.
Only a quarter of the number
printed remain - and that
after being merely six months
in use. The most encouraging results have come from
the U.S.A. and Canada where
it would now seem to be the
Catalogue for collectors of
Switzerland. At home this
publication is more in favour
than ever. However, stocks
are running low and we cannot
at this point guarantee a
reprint so collectors who
have not yet obtained a copy
are strongly advised to do so
while stocks last. As things
stand another Switzerland
Catalogue will not be published until December 1963.
The 1962 edition is
available at 9/3 + 8d post.
(Overseas $1.85 post free)
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HE HEL E A US

1907 -14
The Helvetia Bust concept by Charles
L'Eplattenier in both the original (Nos.
104-106) and the modified (Nos. 120-122)
designs, was used for the medium values 10, 12 and 15 centimes - of a 3-design
series first issued in 1907-1908.
This half-length portrait depicts
the symbolic Helvetia grasping
the hilt of a sword with her
right hand and a sprig of laurel
in her left (Nos. 104-106).
Albert Geel of La Chaux-de-Fonds
intaglio engraved the original die complete
with figure of value. An author of long
standing stated this was not used, a statement that is not strictly correct. We
shall show in this study that it did
play an important role in producing the
printing plates. Several years ago we had
the opportunity of examining some progress
essays. One of these was a print from a
relief laydown of the Geel original showing
two frame lines, the inner one very thin &
the outer one quite thick. On another, the
thick outer line was reduced to a much
thinner one. With this modified die, an
intaglio die was laid down and the very
fine background lines extended toward the
figure of value cartouches to soften their
austere colorless square shape. A further
change removed the outer frame line from
the relief die that was used to lay down
the above intaglio die.
It is reasonable to presume the Mint
made these laydown dies using a coin press
and that Geel made the engraving changes.
Privately held is a model essay which
undoubtedly resolved the design problem.
This consists of two impressions from the
original Geel die mounted on the back of
Geel's calling card. One of these was
altered by pencil and erasure, and in this
modified form resembles the finally approved design. Based on the method used in
making these changes and presenting them,
one assumes this model was prepared by Geel
himself. It is doubtful in the writer's
mind that a die was ever altered to reflect
these Geel modifications. Instead, it is
more likely the job was turned over to R.
Henzi A Co. of Bern at about this time.
This firm had experienced very satisfactory
results in producing printing plates by
photo-engraving on brass.
Comparing prints from the original Geel
die, an etched die by Henzi, and the issued
stamps, proves beyond a doubt, by coincidence of line, that the Geel original die
was used in the process of manufacturing
this Helvetia Bust issue. This being true,
it can be stated that an impression from
the original Geel die or a laydown thereof
was photographed; retouched to reflect the
Geel modifications we mentioned; and then
used in the photo-etching process.

by George W. Caldwell

The photoengraved brass printing plates
made by Henzi were of 25 subjects. Four
of these were racked in a frame giving the
effect of a homogenous plate. Two such
assemblies were used by the Mint in typographing the 200-subject sheets. After
being printed, these sheets were machine
gummed, then cut into 100-subject panes &
perforated in the 11; gauge harrow perforator. The watermarked granite (red and
blue fibers) paper was supplied by the Sihl
Mills. These stamps were issued on November
11, 1907, and remained valid through
December 31, 1 93 2 .
Public criticism of the original
design was so widespread the
artist revised it. Although
this revision left much to be
desired, the Department accepted
it, thereby creating Type II
(Nos. 120-122). Albert Geel
intaglio engraved the original steel die
for the 10 centimes value. A relief
laydown of this was used in producing the
nickel electrotype printing plates. Photoetched brass plates using retouched photographs of the Geel die print were used in
making the nickel electros for the 12 and
15 centimes values. These brass plates
were of 25 subjects, and presumably by
Henzi. The size of the electros does not
appear to have been recorded but probably
they were of 200 subjects.
The stamps were typographed in the Mint
on watermarked granite (red and blue fibers)
paper supplied by Sihl. After printing
they were machine gummed and then cut into
100-subject panes and perforated in the
111 gauge harrow perforator. Pregummed
paper was supplied beginning in 1911 and
this was used for later printings.
Stamps in this revised design were first
issued in 1909 sometime prior to the end
of June, and were superseded in mid-1914 by
the William Tell issue. Validity continued
through December 31, 1 93 2 .
Conclusion
These designs were used on the special
printings, and the 10 centimes value Type
II of the Kocher group. On Government
printed private postal stationery, we find
the Helvetia Bust well represented.
The 10 centimes value in Types I and II
were issued in stamp booklets in 1907 and
1909 respectively. These also appear on
postal cards and in Type II on several
letter sheets. In 1911 the Helvetia Bust
Type II was issued in coils by pasting
together vertical rows of ten taken from
sheet stamps. It has been stated these
can't be identified except in complete
coils.
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ILLUSTRATIONS BY COURTESY OF THE MULLER CATALOGUE

By George W. Caldwell
This series, as in the case of several
previous ones, resulted from public disapproval. It will be recalled that in the
Helvetia Bust study we stated the Department issued the 10, 12 and 15c values in
the Helvetia Bust Type II design despite
the fact it realised this vignette left
much to be desired. The public, however,
was not so liberal in its opinion. Dissatisfaction was widespread. Even in the
Federal Council much adverse comment was
heard. In view of this criticism, the
Department proceeded to find a design which
would be acceptable to the public, particularly from the viewpoint of art. The
result was the William Tell Bust adapted
from a portion of the Tell Monument. This
full length monument of Tell and his son,
Walter, sculptured by Richard Kissling, was
erected in 1895 at Altdorf, the town in
which the incident of William Tell and the
Apple, according to legend, took place.
Who Designed This Stamp?
Some catalogues designate R. Kissling as
the designer. This attribution invites
careful examination; one may be excused
for hesitating to accept it without some
reservation. Artists in one field, usually
are not adept in other art forms. This is
particularly true in designing stamp
miniatures. Zumstein's 1924 Handbook, both
in the original German and in the authorised French translation, is not clear.
Literally translated, it is not clear as to
whether Kissling simply authorised the use
of the Tell Monument for the stamp subject,
or whether he designed the stamp. A statement in the January 1936 issue of Zumstein's
Journal Philatelic de Berne is very definite.
It states in part: "With Kissling's permission, the stamp was designed after the Tell
Monument in Altdorf". The question of the
designer's name, however, still remains to
be solved.
Illustrations of the rare Tell
Father & Son Essay (from
the stock of The Amateur
Collector Ltd.) See
Editor's Note at the end
of this article.

Despite the very high regard we hold
for the accuracy of Zumstein's reporting,
we have felt obliged to present the matter
in this study.
The Dies
J. Sprenger of Bienne engraved the original die in soft (decarbonized) steel. In
view of subsequent developments, it is
reasonable to assume this was a complete die
containing the 10c figure of value, and used
in the production of the 10c nickel electrotype printing plates.
Just why this was a complete die is not
clear. Ordinarily, in producing a singledesign multi-value series, the figure of

value is omitted from the original die and
added to the laydowns of that die. We do
know the Department wanted this issue
available for the 1914 National Exposition
in Bern. It is possible there may have
been some pressure to meet the deadline, or
at least to have the 10c stamps ready at
that time.
Shortly after this original soft steel
die - we designate it as Die I - had been
used in producing the 10c printing plates,
it was damaged - probably cracked. This
may have, and probably did occur during the
hardening process which was necessary to
prepare the die for stamping out the soft
steel laydowns for the other values.
Hardening by restoring the necessary
amount of carbon is a very rugged process,
requiring the use of a special furnace
containing a heating unit and a crucible
filled with potassium cyanide or other carbonaceous compound. When this has been
heated to a cherry red (currently 1562°
Farenheit in the Postal Printing Plant) the
die is thrust into this seething mass and
left there for a predetermined length of
time to restore the required amount of
carbon. It is then plunged into a tank of
brine where it cools almost instantly. Then
it is cleaned and polished k ready for use.
Occasionally a die is warped or cracked
by this treatment and consequently, useless.
This is probably what happened to Die I.

Sprenger then engraved another die in
soft steel which we designate as Die II.
This differs from Die I in a few details:
Tell's head is slightly smaller and the
cross-bar of the letter "H" is above centre
rather than at centre as in Die I. These
are sufficient to identify the two types.
Die II and its laydown dies were used
throughout the currency of this design.
Plates and Printing
Nickel electrotype plates of 100 subjects
were made in the Mint; and four of these,
in an assembly, were used in typographing
the 400-subject sheets. In 1930 the stamp
manufacturing equipment and associated
personnel in the Mint were transferred to
the Postal Printing Plant. Hence, the 1932
and 1933 issues were printed there.
( Coned. on page 6 )

A STUDY OF THE

POSTAGE DUE STAMPS

By John M.

DESIGN 1878-1909

Schumacher

TABLE SHOWING THE DIFFERENT PRINTINGS IN
RELATION TO THE A.C.L. CATALOGUE:
Impressed Controlmark broad form (wide)
Ordinary white paper. Numerals in blue
1st - 8th printing 1878-1881. Blue,
Ultramarine blue to blue ultramarine.
Granite paper. Numerals in blue.
9th printing 1881, Ultramarine.
(Capital letters below denote the A.C.L.
Catalogue sub-sections)
Granite paper. Numerals in Carmine.
1883
Blue-green
A. 10th printing
Dull green
B. 11th - 13th printing 1884-86
1887-88
Yellow
green'
"
C. 14th - 15th
1889-93 Olive green'
"
D. 16th - 19th
Impressed Controlmark changing to narrow form

17th printings and the 19th printing all were a
dark carmine rose, while the 18th printing showed
a shiny dark carmine rose.
With the change of the control mark in the
granite paper in 1894 to Type IT narrow form,
printings 20 and 21 have the only complicated
section of the numeral printings, which cause us
to make some difficult decisions. These two
printings started in dull carmine, followed with
dark carmine, changed to shiny dark carmine with
a blotted surface; then with the 22nd printing,
1897, the color for the numerals was changed again
! to a dull vermilion red. From the 23rd to the
27th printings inclusive, the value figures were
from a light to a deep dark vermilion red, while
from the 28th to 31st printings they were dull
vermilion red. The last three printings produced
all numerals in dull vermilion red.
GUM

The sheets being printed, the next step is
to get the gum on the stamps. A few years ago I
wrote to a friend in Switzerland asking him if he
Colour of Numerals changing to Vermilion
could find out how the gum was manufactured and
Clear green'
1897
how it was put on the sheets. He did and at the
F. 22nd printing
G. 23rd - 31st printing 1897-08 Olive green'
end of this paragraph I pass the information along
to you just as I received it. But first, we have
Controlmark being replaced by Watermark large
to realize that the 1880s were in a way a primiCrosses
tive age in comparison to our well developed and
Greenish olive
A. 32nd printing 1907-08
efficient machine age and high production of today,
Brownish olive'
1908-09
"
B. 33rd
When we read of some of their primitive accompliGreyish green olive
1909
C. 34th
"
shments we wonder how they did it.
On the 1st to 7th printings this work was
'SHADES: ONLY MAIN SHADES GIVEN HERE. FOR
handled by Albert Escher, founder of the Federal
FURTHER SUB-LISTING SEE PAGES 71-72 OF THE
Mint, and from the 8th printing on the Federal
AMATEUR COLLECTOR'S 1962 CATALOGUE.
Mint took over the work. In 1906 this work was so
advanced that they only used 7.6 kg. of gum or
glue for 1000 sheets of 400 stamps; the gum
applying machine was purchased from Friedrich
Heim & Co. of Offenbach on the Main, Germany.
Until 1908 the gum was applied after the printing of the sheets; In April 1908 an experiment
was undertaken to gum the sheets before the
printing. This experiment was in charge of the
Paper Manufacturing Co. Oberhansly, (on granite
paper from the Paper Mfg. Co. on the Sihl); this
method was a great success but was never used on
the printing of this design.
On the other hand, if we happen to see one
of these stamps that we know is a genuine copy,
NUMERAL COLORS
it may be bought at a very reasonable price.
Now that the colors of the stamps have been
From time to time the Postal Authorities
disposed of we still have the procedure of the
made
proofs of different printings for their own
printing of the value number and the colors of
the value figures on the stamps to untangle, but use. In 1878-1897 remnants of the 1st to 4th,
we will take a short cut here and it won't be too 9th, 10th and 15th to 22nd printings were hand
stamped either in black, blue or violet
complicated. With the changing of the color of
"SPECIMEN" in different sizes, diagonally from
the stamps the color of the numeral had to be
,the
lower left corner to the top right corner
changed too, with the beginning of the 10th
!which were sent to foreign Postal Authorities as
printing in 1883. The first color used for the
numerals was a combination of vermilion and ger- 11 samples of the design in use and for advertising
anium lake; by adding too much geranium lake the purposes. Later in 1891 the Postal Authorities
! ordered Stampfli & Co. from remnants of the 1st
figures were darker and very shiny. One way to
to 4th, 6th to 10th, and 12th to 16th printings,
ascertain whether you have vermilion or carmine
red is to use benzine in a black tray, stamp face to print the word "SPECIMEN• in black or red, in
up, the vermilion showing in a lighter shade than !horizontal line either at the bottom half or the
top half of the stamp; these could be bought
the carmine red. In the 10th printing, 1883, or
the first with the color change, the figures were from the larger post offices for COLLECTING
carmine red, followed by the 11th. to 14th print- !PURPOSES. This printing consisted of 25,200
ings in a steady dark carmine. From the 15th to [copies. This was followed in 1903 with 2,000

E.

20th - 21st printing 1894-96 Olive green'

(Cont'd. on Page 5)

copies of the 24th to 26th printings with diff1889-93 Figures Carmine.
16Da - 22Da
Pale Olive
erent sized "SPECIMEN" on the stamps.
16Dd - 22Dd
Dark Olive
All cancelled "SPECIMEN" stamps in existence
Supplies easy.
were cancelled for the asking and as they never
had any valid postal power, these used stamps
1897-1908 Vermilion Figures.
are ABSOLUTELY WORTHLESS.
15Ga - 22Ga
Pale Olive
Here is the procedure for making the gum &
15Gc - 22Gc
Dark Olive
applying it to the sheets:- Ingredients needed
All values except 500c easy.
Pure Arabian Gum (sandfree) and potato dextrin
23B - 28B
Large Cross Watermark
1909-10
(tasteless); fill a double boiler with 18 liter
Cheap but tricky to find.
of water; when the water is 100 deg. warm add
10 kg of Arabian gum and 2 kg of dextrin; stir
191029
- 37
continuously for 35 to 40 minutes and keep
From here on your troubles are over with small
removing scum with a fine sieve; when ready empty exceptions.
liquid contents through a hair sieve into another
1916-24 A good set to have complete 38 - 41
pot; fill the special pot conveniently situated
at the top of the gum applying machine. Two men
49
Easy.
42
1924-36
are needed for the work, one to set the sheets
1937 The most difficult of moderns 50 - 53
into the machine, the other to take them out and
place the wet sheets on a wire conveyor belt
- 61
193854
which passes over heated steampipes to dry,
Watch for the 25c which may take some finding.
taking about 15 minutes; the dry sheets are
Switzerland discontinued the use of postage
flattened out or ironed out and set into bundles
due stamps and they now use regular postage stamps
with cardboard between each bundle and set under
as
dues,
obliterated with hand-struck large double
a hydraulic press for 12 hours.
lined "T" (scarce) or smaller "T" in circle
The cutting of the sheets and the perforat(easier). These are fully listed in the Amateur
ing of them 1st to 7th printings inclusive was
Collector Catalogue as Nos. "T" 14 - "T" 52A and
performed by Albert Escher,, and from the 8th
"T"
1B - "T" 52B. Some values are common while
printing on by the Mint. The perforation was in
others are very awkward to find. Particularly
block perfs of 111, the exact reading being
search for commemoratives with these hand-struck
11.69 x 11.67 which is very near the 11.75.
obliterations. They are short lived, in great
Unfortunately 80% of the stamps printed in the
demand
and hard to come by.
1st printing were off-center one way or the
All these stamps would make a splendid speciother which improved in the 2nd and 3rd printings
alised collection with the changing designs and
and improved in each printing as time went by.
colours - the sets are not too long, but it would
need quite a little work and patience to complete.
SPECIMEN PRINTINGS
To sum up, here is a list of all printed
Actually this concludes our study of Swiss
postage due stamps. But there were some special
postage due stamps from 1878 to 1909:printings in different years for special purpB. Granite paper
A. White paper
oses, and these special printings should be
1 cts. 2,750500 copies
1 cts. 1,362,675 copies
794,000 copies
3 ets.
2 ets. 1,548,850 copies
mentioned and added to a study of Swiss postage
5 cts. 29,960,900 copies
988,475 copies
3 ets.
due stamps. In fact, as the printings were on
10 cts. 22,762,600 copies
5 cts. 3,541,000 copies
the stamps we have been discussing, these
20 ets. 21,863,550 copies
10 ets. 6,663,775 copies
50 cts. 7,910,250 copies
20 cts. 6,256,150 copies
stamps are a very important group for the
100 cts. 6,589,400 copies
50 ets. 3,302,750 copies
serious collector of expensive material. There
500 cts. 2,565,775 copies
100 cts. 2,567,500 copies
would be a lot more to write on these "SPECIMEN"
968,425 copies
500 ets.
Total
86,016,975 copies
stamps but as they are complicated and the
27,199.600 copies
Total
prices extremely high we will let the big fellow
The grand total of actual printed stamps was
at the top worry about them.
115,148,000 copies of which a total of 113,216,575
This concludes the study of the first design
copies were accepted by the Postal Authorities at
of the Swiss postage due stamps, describing the
a printers loss of 1.7% on all printings.
important points of printing procedure, white &
The total face value of these stamps was
granite paper, control mark and watermark, frame
44,340,860,50 Swiss francs.
types, shades of color on stamps and the numerals.
For the specialist there are, however, the
usual never-ending other varieties in different
forms, sizes and shapes, to look for, which I
don't even dare to mention in this article. An
OBITUARY
average collector would find this type of collecting so complicated and discouraging that he
It is with great regret that we announce
wouldn't even begin to collect the major varietthe death of Mr. Arthur Stanley Gill on
ies of this design. If any collector, after
March 30th after a very brief illness.
reading this article, would like to start to
He was in his 85th year.
collect the Swiss postage due stamps I would
With Mr. Katcher, Mr. Gill was the corecommend the following stamps - all used - as
founder of the Amateur Collector Ltd. in
per The Amateur Collector Catalogue numbers,
1966, and with his financial help at the
1878-82 White Paper (Frame Type I) le - 90

(Frame " II) 3IIc
Expect some trouble on a few values.

911c

10 - 14
1882-83 Granite Paper
Trouble to find 12-14. They are quite expensive.
1883 - 84 Blue green, Figures Carmine 17A - 22A
Generally hard to find as stocks are small.
1887-88 Bright yellow green,
Figures Carmine 17C - 22C
Supplies: Low values easy, high values fair.

time, made possible the beginning of a
Swiss Specialist Service in this country
Although he has not actively taken part
in the running of the firm for many years
he was well known to most visitors to
Stampex (which he never missed except
this year) and was always fondly referred
to as "the old gentleman".
Not only have we lost a former Director
but a very dear friend and adviser.

CONTINUED FROM PAGE

WILLIAM TELL BUST ISSUES

3

Paper, Perforating and Gum
Pregummed, watermarked granite (red and blue fibres)
paper was supplied in rolls by the Sihl Mill. This
paper was light buff in colour, not simply surface
tinted. The gum was smooth and continued through the
July 1930 issue. The 1932 and 1933 issues were
printed on similar paper but will grilled gum. Two
types of perforators were in use at this time: harrow
and comb. The former had been used for years beginning in 1862; the latter was imported from England in
1913. Both types were of 11 gauge and therefore,
interchangeable, depending on availability when needed,
It has been stated that all 90-subject sheets printed
for use in making stamp booklets were perforated in
this comb machine, as were those used for coil stamps.
This comb perforator was built by Grover & Co.,
Ltd., London. We noted in a picture of the delivery
end of this machine that it perforated 200-subject
sheets consisting of two 100-subject panes of ordinary .
size stamps in horizontal format separated by a
vertical gutter.
Table of Issues
Listed in this table are all issues of the William
Tell Bust series, including the revalued stamps.
Amateur Collector Catalogue numbers are used because
Gibbons & Scott, being general catalogues do not contain sufficient specialized data. (See text for paper
and gum).
Month/Year
Am. Coll.
Colour
Value
Issued
Cat. No.
10

10
10
10
10
10
12
13
15
15
15
15
20
20
20
20
25
25
25
25
30
30

Red (Type I)
Red (Type II)
Green
Blue-Green
Dark Violet
Dark Violet
Brown
Green-Olive
Dull Violet
Reddish-Violet
Brown-Red
Brown-Red
Red-Lilac
Orange-Red
Carmine-Red
Carmine-Red
Orange-Red
Carmine-Red
Brown
Brown
Blue
Blue

9/14
7/14
1921
1928
7/30
1933
1914
9/15
1914
1918
1928
1933
1921
1924
3/25
1932
1921
1922
9/25
1933
1924
1932

1261
126II
153
172
184
184Z
127
139
128a
128b
173
173Z
154
158
174
174Z
155
159
175
175Z
160
160Z

Brown*
Green-Olive*
Reddish-Violet*
Reddish-Violet*

134**
149**
150A**
150B*"

ISSUE
PRINTING

ERROR!

AN IMPORTANT

DISCOVERY

When ordering from the Swiss Post
Office supplies of the 1961 Juventute
Set required for this year's Stampex
Exhibition, we discovered to our utter
amazement that part of the quantity of
the 30c value had the appearance of a
stamp quite different from the normal.
We virtually could not, at first,
believe our eyes. Printing errors on
modern Swiss stamps are very rare and
when they do occur are of a relatively
minor nature. This 11116) is due to

Normal stamp.
no white areas; arrows
denote other
abnormalities
explained in
text.

Variety
showing

white areas
not found on
normal stamp
very careful checking before sheets of
stamps are allowed to go for sale.
Out of our order for several hundred
stamps, 90 copies (one complete sheet
plus a part-sheet) arrived with two
additional colours showing in the printing: white and yellow. In the ordinary
stamp white can be found only in the
figure '30'. In the Variety the flower,
buds and leaves carry a wide white outline, making the stamp look far brighter
and much more attractive in appearance.

Revalued
13/12
10/13
20/15
20/15

NEW

1915
1921
1921
1921

*Colours shown are those of the basic stamps.
**134 were overprinted in black; 149 in red; 150B in
deep blue; all on 50-subject regular postal panes by
the Stamp Control Division using a manually operated
press. 150A was overprinted in deep black by the
Mint on special 90-subject sheets which had been
printed for booklet stamps. This overprinted stamp
was used in making one of the stamp booklets issued
in 1921. All these overprinted stamps were valid for
use to December 31, 1932; all other, to December 31,
1942.
Conclusion
This Tell Bust issue was used for postal stationery including postal cards and wrappers; also for
Government printed private stationery including
National Festival cards. It was used during the 1915
1 933 period for stamp booklets and in 1914 for the
National Exhibition Philatelic letter sheets.
EDITOR'S NOTE: The frames used for the Fr. 1.- & Fr. 5.Tell Monument Essays were also used for Essays depicting
the Sempach Monument. While no stamps have ever been issued,
in Switzerland depicting the Tell Monument, the Sempach
Monument was, in fact, used almost fifty years later for the
5c. National Festival stamp of 1940.

In the ordinary stamp the yellow colour
is confined to the centre of the bloom.
In the Variety it can also be found on
the stalks (see arrows (2) & (3) above).
The Variety also shows an additional
dark green bud (see arrow (1) ).
At the time this Error was supplied
by the Post Office the Juventute stamps
had already been on sale 14 weeks and
were no longer obtainable from general
Post Offices - only from the Philatelic
Agency. Enquiries revealed that nobody
in Switzerland had ever seen this
Variety and it can now be stated with
almost 100% certainty that although a
minimum 200 copies must exist (
Juventute stamps are printed in giant panes of
4 x 50), the balance of 110 which we
did not secure have not appeared on the
market. We are writing these lines at
the end of May and there is still no
sign of anyone elsewhere having recognised this Variety.
One may therefore safely assume that
the other 110 copies were probably delivered into the hands of someone not
aware of their significance and although
odd copies may turn up here and there
in small collections without their

Cont'd. Page
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March 19th saw the issue of the annual Publicity
Stamps (4 values), the top value of which was adopted ;
to the World Health Anti-Malaria Campaign. An AntiMalaria stamp was issued at the same time by the World
Health Organisation office in Geneva, for which purpose'
the current 50c OMM stamp was overprinted "Eradication ;
I
du Paludisme". This OMM stamp is not available for
mail generally in Switzerland but only for mail posted
at the OMM offices at Geneva. All printing details as
for the basic stamp.
Switzerland also issued its first Airletter sheet on
March 19th (see triangular illustration of imprinted
stamp). Although the value of the imprinted stamp is
only 65c, the Airletter sheet is being sold by the
Post Offices for 70c

The Publicity Set was printed in Rotogravure by Courvoisier.
The 5c value commemorates the introduction of electric TransEurope Express trains and was designed by Paul Perret. The
10c stamp commemorates the 1962 World Rowing Championship at
Lucerne, the 20c stamp 50 years of the Railway Station on the
Jungfraujoch. Both values were designed by Donald Brun. Hans
Hartmann designed the 50c Anti-Malaria stamp. All 4 values
are produced in Sheets of 25 and will remain on sale as long
as stocks last but not later than 31st December, 1962. They
remain valid for postage indefinitely.
NOTE: In future all Swiss Publicity Stamps without Charity
surcharge will remain valid indefinately. Only Juventutes
and Pro Patric stamps and other Charity issues will be
invalidated after a certain period.
Colours: 5c. bluish-grey, red, yellow, grey. c. green,
yellow-olive, violet. 20c. violet, light blue, olive.
50c. blue, light red, light green.

*

7967 Juventute

62A2

* (Coned. (from Page 6) *

owners knowing what they have, the market
at large will not see them.
How did the Variety occur? We have
tried to find out with the help of the
expert William brothers but it is diffi
cult to say with certainty. Mr. Norman
Williams comments, "This was, I think,
caused by paper movement during passage
through the multicylinder press. Apparently the web moved slightly when the
;mauve was to be applied. The yellow
seems also to be slightly affected and
this would have been applied before
the mauve
That we have here a very important,
[major and rare Variety is quite evident.
Our regular Approval clients (who
are always the first to be offered such
,special items) were circularised
immediately after the discovery and given
;the opportunity of purchasing, up to
23rd March, 1962, at the very
advantageous prices of 65/- to 80/- each ($9.30
11.20) according to Sheet position.
71 copies were taken up. The remaining 19 copies are available to the
;readers of the "Swiss Philatelist" at a
,price, although more realistic than the
'first offer, is still well below the
(potential figure these stamps will
;reach in years to come (see Page 8,
,column 1, for details and net prices of
)available copies). The Variety has
been noted for inclusion in the Amateur
,Collector 1964 Catalogue.
[

m

PRO PATRIA NATIONAL DAY STAMPS June 1st annually sees the
issue of the Pro Patria series. This year, however,
for the first time, all 5 values are produced in an upright format, the same size as the Juventute stamps.
The present series introduces a new subject which will
be continued over the next few years: The first value
will always carry the portrait of a famous Swiss citizen and the other values will show fine and useful arts
Details: 90 of the Charity surcharge will go to
the National Day Collection and 10% for various cultural efforts. The stamps remain on sale until August
31st at Post Offices and until December 31st, 1962, at
the Philatelic Agency, on which day they also lose
Subjects: 5 + 5c. Great author and
their postal validity.
philosopher Jean-Jacques Rousseau
The 4 coin values are Courvoisier printed and the 5 + 5c
(1712-1778) whose 250th birthday will
stamp is line engraved by the PTT Printing Works. This stamp
be celebrated on June 28th. As shown
was designed and engraved by Karl Bickel sen., while the
in Armenian costume after a painting by
other 4 values are the work of Celestino Piatti. All 5 values
Allan Ramsay (1713-1784) in the National
are printed in Sheets of 50.
Gallery, Edinburgh. (One colour, blue).
10c + 10c. Half silver taler of Obwalden (green, blue, grey). 20 + 10c.
Gold ducat of Schwyz (red, yellow and
grey). 30 + 10c. Small batzen coin of
Uri (orange, greenish-grey and grey).
50 + 10c. Small batzen coin of Nidwalden (ultramarine, lilac and grey).

From the Editor's Desk .. .
I felt readers would like to learn what other people,
particularly abroad, pay for their stamps today. There
is, of course, an unabated demand for modern Swiss material and it is getting a little monotonous to mention
time and again Miniature Sheets, Pax, Airmails, etc.
They have been on everyone's shopping list for years and
the collectors who bought in time are congratulating
themselves at the profit they are showing. (Those who
have not yet bought please note: You will be very sorry
if you delay much longer!)
The International Offices which enjoyed auch a boom
in the years 1955 to 1959 and quietened down in 1960 y are
now shooting ahead rapidly again. Tête Bêche, Se-Tenant
and Gutter items (certainly the Cinderellas amongst modern
Swiss taking the minute printing figures into consideration) have suddenly erupted this season and dealers are
finding themselves embarrassingly short of material.
In London, recently, auction prices for modern Swiss
have often exceeded our Catalogue quotations - just one
example: SDN 'HE' error No. 241 listed by us at
£10/10/- was sold for €13 at Harmers the other day.
The truly unbelievable, however, has occurred with used
modern high values of Juventutes and National Festivals
(Pro Patric) and mint sets since 1950. This type of material was never common but supplies were always sufficient
to keep stockbooks adequately filled and we usually found
we could replenish at prices which permitted uninterrupted sales. For the last six months we hava even had to
fight for supplies of single copies of the 30c, 40c, and
50c used. These stamps are printed around the million
mark but the proportion lost to Philately on commercial
mail is so large that, after allowing for mint stocks,
used blocks of four and F.D.C. collectors, we have items
of potential great scarcity, and it would not surprise
me at all to see some of them priced at 10/- by 1965.
By the way, there have been some juicy price increases
this Spring from Zumstein and the leading Swiss wholesale dealers. One Swiss wholesaler warned me of many
more rises in the pipeline.
While the modern boom continues, and it is far from
reaching its peak, let us spare a thought for the Classics - the items which up to 6 or 7 years ago would add
a steady 5% to 10% value per annum. Today with the
vastly increasing purchasing power of the public and the
recognised investment possibilities of these stamps,
prices are doubling about every three years!
A Brussels auction, which I' hopefully attended last
week and where I managed to purchase but one (1) item,
resulted in the following figures: (All used material)
Small Eagle: nice but not deluxe
€68/10/ - $196.00
Geneva large Eagle: really superb €48/10/- $135.00
Geneva large Eagle: superb on piece £60 $169.00
Geneva Eagle, dark green: very fine £68/10/- $196.00
Vaud 5: fine and attractive £38 $108.00
€112/10/$315.00
Neuchatel: good average copy
Winterthur: unattractive copy (I would have experienced
€68/10/- ($196.00)
difficulty in selling it)
The joke of the matter is that all but two of these
items were purchased by known DEALERS! I do not carry a
vast stock of Classics (who can?) but usually have 15 to
25 Cantonale in stock. However, my prices rarely exceed
full Catalogue for good copies with possibly a reasonable
premium for deluxe condition and heavy discounts for anything below par. No wonder Continental dealers love to
buy such material from me!
While in Brussels I took the opportunity of visiting
one or two colleagues. I was offered a Basle Dove of
good cut but not very brilliant colour and with really
heavy thinning on the back for €140.($392.00); my estimate of its retail value in my stock was £80 ($228.00).
I was offered a Double Print of the Vaud 5 on Cover.
This is a rare stamp! Zumstein catalogues it off cover
at €120. This is a little optimistic and double this
figure is nearer the mark. On Cover it is rarer still
so let us be really generous an d say £500. The hopeful
vendor had priced it at no less than €1,665 ($4662.00)
Let us say no more!
N, L Katcher

